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Island of dreams

The extraordinary private island of NH Collection Maldives is your invitation to escape from the 

worries of the everyday, to experience paradise in its original form. Located in the deep south of 

the Maldives, its beauty remains untouched and unsurpassed, with fine white sands dotted by palm 

trees and jewel-toned waters melting into the horizon uninterrupted. 

On this island of dreams, surreal pleasure awaits, whether wandering the shoreline at dawn 

accompanied by baby reef sharks, diving some of the world’s most coveted reefs, taking a moment 

for spa tranquility, or dining on the riches of the ocean.  
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Your thatched-roof hideaway is where the island dream comes to life. Wake to the hues of dawn dappling 

through floor-to-ceiling glass doors, then slide them open to wander the beach and greet the morning. 

Sunrise Beach Villa
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To witness a Maldivian sunset is to witness the extraordinary. Laze on your terrace with a glass of Champagne 

in hand, waiting for the sky to glow pink then violet, the silhouette of Maldivian herons on the horizon. 

Sunset Beach Villa
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Unrivaled in privacy, these villas are perfect for honeymooning couples. Tranquil days are spent floating in 

the courtyard pool, hidden away from the world, lounging in the sun, and waiting for the stars to come out.

Beach Villa with Private Pool
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A private pool overlooking the ocean invites all-day relaxation and pleasure. Wake to watch the sun rise, then 

spend sunny days drifting from pool to shady terrace, or to the ocean that calls, just steps away.

Sunrise Beach Pool Villa
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Our most formidable beach villa offers island living at its finest. Float in your pool, wander the beach right in 

front, then return for sunset, the most magical moment of the day, best admired from your terrace. 

Sunset Beach Pool Villa
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The quintessential Maldivian experience wrapped in NH Collection finery. Waking to the view of uninterrupted 

ocean and horizon, your days unfold lazing in an overwater hammock, watching for rays and turtles, then 

descending into the balmy waters below.  

Over Water Villa
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Unrivaled in space and luxury, the suites inspire stylish living, whether in the sunny living room, or out on the deck 

with areas in which to dine, sunbathe and lounge. Admire the sunset at pool’s edge, then enjoy dinner by starlight.  

Over Water Pool Suite
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The heart of our culinary offering, Reef welcomes guests from 

morning until night, the enticing aromas from live cooking stations 

carrying on the breeze. Explore the world, from East to West, as well 

as the spice of the Maldives. 

Reef
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Surf is where the bounty of the ocean meets the bounty of the land. 

Your chef for the evening prepares the catch of the day from local 

fishermen, or the world’s finest steaks, then serves them still sizzling 

from the grill. 

Surf

Trattoria-style comfort awaits by the pool, with 

homemade pasta available throughout the day, and 

the chef’s special, pizza hot from the oven, prepared 

with the help of our young guests then served to 

proud parents. 

Pizza Kaage
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Thari Bar offers relaxing by the water, whether on a 

sun lounger by the pool, in a cozy cabana, or at a table 

in the pool shallows. Here, delightful afternoon teas 

flow into evening cocktails and light bites.  

Thari Bar
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As the sun sets each day, our guests are invited to gather

on the westernmost tip of the island at our pop-up bar

for the most stunning of views. These are accompanied

by signature cocktails. 

Iru Bar
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Our island and its surrounding waters invite unbridled exploration and play, with snorkeling, surfing, boarding, 

skiing, tubing and Zayaking on offer. We provide PADI dive certification, and breathtaking encounters with whale 

sharks, manta rays and turtles. Setting sail in search of dolphins at sunset is also a distinctly Maldivian pleasure.  

Water Sports Center
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The island’s gathering place and the heart of the 

resort experience, our 30-meter infinity pool 

enjoys a tranquil setting overlooking the ocean.

Main Pool
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There is an enjoyable pursuit for everyone at the 

multipurpose court, whether tennis, futsal or 

basketball for all ages. 

Multipurpose
Court

Surrounded in views of island foliage, the fitness center 

inspires energetic workouts, with a full suite of cardio 

machines and weights provided. 

Fitness Center
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A safe, nurturing environment in which our youngest 

guests and their families can engage in painting, 

weaving and listening to traditional Maldivian tales. 

Kids’ Club
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The Spa invites healing in a natural, open-air setting, with sand

underfoot and lotus ponds upon which to reflect. Each treatment

room is its own oasis, with a garden and whirlpool in which to

repose after holistic treatments that draw on Ayurvedic wisdom and

the healing attributes of indigenous island flora.

The Spa
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Our private island is perfect for destination weddings, with a dreamlike setting of white sands and a 

picture-perfect lagoon framed by arching palms. Captivating celebrations include cocktail receptions 

by the twinkling pool, a banquet by moonlight and dancing by starlight. A dedicated events team will 

ensure each moment unfolds as you always imagined it, while honeymoons provide all the privacy and 

romance needed for the most memorable of first chapters together. 





nh-collection.com


